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total well-being. inspired by nature.

Set oceanfront in the heart of Miami Beach, 
The Palms Hotel & Spa combines exceptional service, 

laid-back sophistication and oceanfront serenity into an 
award-winning independent beach resort inspired by 
the beautiful nature surrounding it.  A destination 
where complete wellness and sustainability are 

at the center of each guest experience.



Let us nourish you with down-to-earth dining at its finest, 
with natural inspiration, sustainable sourcing 

and tropical ambiance. Purity, freshness and taste 
are at the center of each flavorful dish while 

hand-crafted cocktails and a carefully selected wine list
complete the experience in a casually elegant 

and relaxing indoor and outdoor ambiance.

naturally grounded.  sustainably sourced.



holistic.  botanical.  personalized.

Nurture your body and soul with rejuvenating
spa experiences influenced by ancient Ayurvedic 

philosophies and a serene atmosphere inspired by nature.
 Our AVEDA Lifestyle Spa is dedicated to bringing
your balance back through a highly personalized 
experience with rituals set to revive your senses.



An unforgettable beginning to the rest of your life
begins with a tropical oceanfront wedding 

at The Palms Hotel & Spa. Personalized service, 
graceful indoor and balmy outdoor venues

as well as laid-back elegance will shine through 
your very special day.  From intimate oceanfront

ceremonies to lavish ballroom celebrations 
our expert wedding specialists and 

award-winning catering team 
will ensure your wedding day is just perfect.

tropical “i do’s”.



naturally refined meetings.

Captivate meeting attendees with inspiring events
in beautifully appointed function areas indoors

or outside overlooking our tropical gardens. 
With over 8,000 sq. ft. of naturally appointed event spaces 

and 9 indoor meeting rooms,  our award-winning
resort can accommodate groups of all sizes

while still providing personalized service,  exclusivity,
authenticity and a boutique style.


